Evaluation of family’s psychological functions of addict and normal people
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Abstract
1. Family relationships with a broad emotional meaning have been the understandable and Clear Subject for the community members from the beginning of human history. The Family as the main Social basis has an effective role in the children’s addiction.
2. Therefore, this study was performed to compare and evaluate the family’s psychological functions of addict and normal people.
3. This research was a comparative-descriptive study that the Statistical population was consisted of some normal and addict people in Mashhad city. The statistical sample was consisted of 100 addicts that referred to addiction centers in the Mashhad city and 100 normal people as convenience sampling method. The family psychology function scale (FPFS) was used for data collection. The data were analyzed Through Pearson Correlation method using the SPSS software.
4. Data analysis showed that there are the significant differences in the family’s psychological functions of normal and addict’s people. In two evaluated groups significant differences were observed in some family’s psychological functions including emotional literacy (love), spirituality and religion, family structure and organization, sense of security in the family and alliance and empathy among family members.
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